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The long road
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The case of H→WW (I)
arXiv:2206.09466
 

Painstaking, steady improvement of analysis 
techniques from Run 1, with 
cross-contamination between ATLAS and 
CMS. 
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General strategy:

● Main categorization in number of jets to 
control backgrounds

○ Subcategorization in pt of the trailing lepton, 
mainly to control fake lepton background

● Control regions to normalize the main 
backgrounds

● A main discriminating variable: mll vs mT
● Do something clever about specific 

channels
○ targeting VBF, VH or the STXS categorization

http://arxiv.org/abs/2206.09466


The case of H→WW (II)

Dedicated subcategorization to measure 14 STXS bins
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A summary of the inputs for combination:
the old rascals

● Steady improvement in analysis techniques + additional luminosity
● Mind that several systematic uncertainties are statistical in nature, also 

contributing to the reduction of systematic uncertainty
● This, plus the ever improving analysis techniques point to a lot of promise for 

Run3
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Channel stat/syst in 
2016 comb

Global μ Stat Syst # STXS bins
with unc < 100%

WW 0.10/0.15 0.95 0.05 0.08 ~11

ZZ 0.15/0.11 0.94 0.07 0.09 ~8

ƔƔ 0.12/0.11 1.12 0.07 0.07 ~16

𝛕𝛕 0.15/0.23 0.82 0.06 0.08 ~11

bb 0.31 (stat+syst) 1.04 0.14 0.14 -
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A summary of the inputs for combination:
the rare processes

● ttH with multi-leptons
○ Multiple additional 

categories and extended 
use of ML

○ 4.7 (5.2) sigmas for ttH 
and 1.4 (0.3) for tH

● H→Zɣ
○ 2.7 sigmas

● H→μμ 
○ 3.0 sigmas

● H→ invisible
○ Dedicated triggers added 

in 2017 and 2018
○ B(H→inv) < 0.18 (exp 

0.10). Was < 0.22 in 2016 
comb
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The μ framework for signal strengths (I)
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The μ framework for signal strengths (II)

Very few holes in the production/decay matrix
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pvalue SM: 5.8%



The μ framework for signal strengths (III)

Correlations mostly arising from either the difficulty in discriminating production 
processes,e.g. negative correlation ttH/tH and ggH/VBF, or common lepton (especially 
electron/photon) systematics
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The 𝜿 framework for coupling modifiers (I)
In the 𝜿 framework BSM effects are parametrized via factors multiplying each coupling. In this framework, 
individual production cross sections and partial width are multiplied by the square of a 𝜿 factor. Several fits were 
performed

● kV and kf multiplying vector and fermion couplings respectively
● one k factor per coupling assuming no undetected decays
● one per coupling assuming invisible and undetected decays 
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The 𝜿 framework for coupling modifiers (II)
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The 𝜿 framework for coupling modifiers (III)
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pvalue SM: 28% pvalue SM: 33%

imposed 
upper bound 
to the SM 
value



Concluding remarks

The combination of single Higgs full run 2 results  
(up to 137/fb) from CMS was presented.

Major progress wrt combination of partial dataset 
from all analysis stretching much beyond what is 
warranted by the additional luminosity, thanks to 
improved analysis techniques.

Exceptionally complex fit with O(104) nuisance 
parameters.

Great promise for Run 3 and beyond
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Backup
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